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SEE BUSINESS

Our products start up the light in more than
40 countries worldwide
Anatoli Dimitrov,
dipl.eng, Chairman of Electrostart's Board of Directors and CEO
Mr. Dimitrov, please tell us in brief about
the Electrostart's production and activities.
Electrostart is the sole Bulgarian manufacturer of ballasts for almost all kind of lighting devices. For decades, our company is among the major employers' in
North-Western Bulgaria. In the last several years, we
are between the most innovative Bulgarian companies
in IT enterprise provision and production resource planning. Electrostart is well known brand on the markets
of more than 40 countries worldwide and we constantly
enlarge our customer and product portfolio as well. At
present, we offer electronic and conventional ballasts,
transformers, pulse ignitors, LED drivers developed
and manufactured in our factory in Varshets. In addition, we are building our own production site for electronic components of the latest generation.
Which areas of lighting have the greatest
potential for development at this moment?
It seems to me that the most popular slogan, not only
in our industry this year is: "The best energy is the unconsumed energy." This phrase sums up a lot of potential and direction for research and new applications
of LED technology in lighting. At present, the fields of
application of LED products are mainly related to the
lighting and lighting of the public buildings, advertising.

Setting standards for LED lamps, lowering the cost of
LED modules and achieving even better performance
lighting and heat flux of light, are strong prerequisites
for expanding the areas of LED technology application.
Electrostart has a clear strategy and priorities for development, electronics is the future and its newest developments and applications.
To which foreign markets your goods are
exported?
97% of the Electrostart production is exported. We
have longstanding commercial relations with the Arab
countries (Saudi Arabia, Egypt, Tunisia, Morocco, Jordan and others.) and they are one of our biggest customers. Another group of countries in which we sell are
Russia and the former Soviet republics Ukraine, Belarus. The third group are almost all European countries. And the fourth group of countries where we deliver our products are South American countries - Venezuela, Peru, Colombia, Costa Rica, Chile. In the last
six months to our client portfolio we have add Bolivia,
Ecuador, Uruguay, and Iraq.
Do you apply an environmentally friendly
policy. What initiatives have you taken?
We do business in responsible manner. We have implemented formal environmental policy and all activi-

ties are governed in accordance with the international
standard ISO 14001: 2004. Of course our industry requires strict application of the latest industry standards
for energy efficiency of the products themselves, and
prudent management of raw materials for their production, we strictly follow.

Bosch Group is expanding
its presence in Turkey
The Bosch Group is further expanding its presence
in Turkey. Between 2013 and 2015, the international
technology and services company will be investing
some 300 million euros in the extension of its existing
location in Bursa, 90 kilometers South of Istanbul. By
the end of this year, Bosch intends to create around
500 jobs there. High-pressure injectors for diesel passenger cars will be manufactured in the new production hall, primarily for European automakers. "By making this investment, Bosch is demonstrating its confi-

dence in the Bursa location, which is characterized by
the dedication of its associates and the outstanding
quality of its operations," said Steven Young, the
Bosch Group's representative in Turkey, at the opening of the new production facility.
The new 6,000-square meter hall will house produc4
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tion of the CRI2-20 diesel injector, which can inject
fuel at pressures of up to 2,000 bar. The pressure generated is equivalent to what an elephant would exert
standing on a fingernail. The higher pressure reduces
emissions as well as fuel consumption. This allows
the fulfillment of the more stringent requirements of
the Euro-6 emissions standards, which come into
force in September 2014 for all new vehicles sold in
the European Union. From 2016, equivalent emissions
standards will apply in Turkey as well.
Bosch already supplies injectors manufactured in
Bursa for a quarter of all diesel cars produced in Europe. In addition, products such as gasoline injection
systems and components for drive and control technology are manufactured at the Bursa location. The
location has already been recognized numerous times
for its outstanding quality. Among other things, it has
already received the European Foundation for Quality
Management's (EFQM) prestigious "Best Company in
Europe" award twice.
Bosch has been present in Turkey since 1910. All four
Bosch business sectors - Automotive Technology, Industrial Technology, Consumer Goods, and Energy and
Building Technology - have operations in the country.
The first Bosch plant in Turkey was in Bursa, where
production of diesel injection components was rolled out
in 1973. Since then, the plant has been expanded several times, and the floor area of its manufacturing operations has grown to more than 200,000 square meters.
Today, Bosch has eight locations in Turkey. In 2013,

the company generated sales in the local market of
some 510 million euros with a workforce of roughly
8,200 associates. Including all exports, particularly to
EU countries and Asia, the Bosch companies in Turkey
registered sales of three billion euros in 2013.
For the Bosch Group's global operations, Turkey is
now an important manufacturing and export location,
and is growing in importance as a research and development location as well. As early as 2009, an engineering center for injection technology was established in Bursa. In Manisa and Cerkeskoy, Bosch associates are also developing new products such as
gas-fired boilers and household appliances. The company has spent nearly 70 million euros on R&D in Turkey over the last three years, and employs some 330
local engineers.
Source: Bosch
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SEE ELECTRONICS

4G + IPv6 = M2M - Smart-talking machines
The combination of 4G and IPv6 will bring about a new world of smarter M2M communication
Ramanuja Konreddy,
Microchip Technology Inc.
The internet has already revolutionised the way in which people communicate
with each other and now it is ready to enable another revolution: the proliferation of
smart communication between machines.
The technologies which will introduce smart machine-to-machine (M2M) communication are the high-speed 4G wireless standard and Internet Protocol version 6
(IPv6). Together, these technologies will enable designers to create a world in which
smart devices could offer a new level of M2M services. The possibilities include: a
smart phone which could receive an alert and location message when its owner's
car is stolen; a camera which could communicate with a GPS device to suggest
local beauty spots; a fridge which could text a reminder to buy more butter; automatic uploading of data from a personal health monitoring device to a GP; and a machine which could send an alert when it needs to be repaired. These, and so many
more applications, will all be enabled by smart M2M communications.
Figure 1 shows the interaction between the key elements of M2M technology.
These elements allow the system to receive data from an end-device and transmit
that data, over a communication network, to application software which processes
and converts it into recognisable information for the application. Typically, M2M
networks transmit data using Global System for Mobile (GSM), General Packet
Radio Service (GPRS), power-line or satellite communications.

The MCU uses a PAN protocol stack, such as MiWi, to interface with an IEEE802.15.4
transceiver which sends the processed sensor data to the PAN coordinator.
The engine which drives communication for the entire PAN is the embedded MCU within
the PAN coordinator. This MCU interfaces to both the IEEE802.15.4 transceiver and GPRS
module through serial ports. The MCU's flash memory is used to store the map of the

Figure 2. Remote monitoring implementation

complete MiWi PAN, assign network addresses and establish links to new sensor nodes. It
also translates the PAN protocol data to GPRS format to send over the GPRS network. The
MCU controls the GPRS module using Attention (AT) commands for data transmission.
The key factors for the selection of the embedded MCU should be a high throughput,
sufficient memory, and a wide range of peripherals with support for Direct Memory Access
(DMA). A proven and robust wireless protocol stack, such as Microchip's MiWi, and access
to a GPRS library is also useful to ensure a stable connection between the PAN and GPRS
network. Using a development board, such as Microchip's PIC32 Wi-Fi® Comm Board
shown in Figure 3(a), can also help to fast-track the development of a wireless application.

Figure 1. The key elements in M2M technology

Designers of industrial applications have been quick to see the potential of M2M
communication. The combination of powerful sensors, advanced embedded microcontrollers and wireless networks has enabled new levels of control through applications such as remote monitoring of industrial equipment and fleet management.
Considering these two applications in more detail reveal show M2M communication
could transform the way in which the world works, in addition to saving cost, improving efficiency and reducing manual tasks.
Remote monitoring
A remote monitoring system for industrial equipment could use the combined
inputs from sensors for detecting vibration, fluid leaks, temperature, mechanical
wear and noise, to assess the condition of the equipment. Figure 2a shows the
position of each sensor or node, represented by a yellow dot, and connected in a
star topology to the network coordinator, shown by the blue dot. Together, the
nodes and network coordinator form a Personal Area Network (PAN). The PAN
coordinator acts as a M2M gateway between the PAN and the GPRS network
and transmits the data to the remote monitoring station. If a sensor detects a
parameter which is outside the normal operating threshold values, the remote
monitoring station sends an alert which enables preventative maintenance to be
carried out. By providing advance warning of potential equipment malfunctions,
M2M communication can be used to reduce the cost of unplanned downtime and
to increase the efficiency of preventative maintenance schedules.
Sensor nodes and PAN coordinator
The block diagrams for asensor node and a PAN coordinator are shown in Figures 2(b) and 2(c).
The sensor parameters of the equipment are transmitted via a 4mA to 20mA current loop,
which is a robust sensor signalling standard for industrial process and control. These parameters are received by the MCU through its on-chip Analogue-to-Digital Converter (ADC).
6
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Figure 3. Microchip demo boards for M2M communication

Fleet management with M2M
Fleet management has become a popular application for M2M technology. Vehicles fitted with GPS devices are tracked and their positions communicated back to
the monitoring system using GPRS or GSM modules.
The GPS module is used to provide the position coordinates for the vehicle, whilst the
CAN bus is used to collect data from different modules within the vehicle, such as the
Antilock Brake System (ABS), Engine Control Unit (ECU) and airbags.A 32-bit microcontroller provides the engine for a CAN/GPRS gateway by interfacing to the CAN bus, as well
as to the GPRS and GPS modules, and translating CAN data into the GPRS format before
sending it over the GPRS network to the Fleet Management Station. Microchip's M2M
PICtail daughter board contains GPS and GSM/GPRS modules which are equipped
with many AT commands in addition to the wide range of features shown in Figure 3(b).
The M2M PICtail board provides all of the hardware information, software binaries
including the stack, production test bench design and test software, certification,
training and documentation to enable an accelerated time-to-market. It enables a
wireless, ultra-compact, low-power communications solution for easy integration
into high-volume consumer, industrial and automotive designs.
A smarter world of machines
The emergence of high-speed 4G communication and Internet Protocol version 6
(IPv6) is enabling communication between machines to become as common place
as communication between people.The proliferation of communication networks and
the flexibility of silicon solutions mean that the world is approaching a tipping point,
at which the number of people connected by the Internet will be over-taken by the
number of devices and machines which are connected via the Internet. For designers, this means that there is increased pressure to win a race to market for products
which are equipped to deliver the full possibilities of M2M communication.

SEE INDUSTRY

Pumps and pumping equipment
manufacturing in Turkey
Pumps industry production in Turkey began in the mid1950s and the industry started to develop rapidly in the
early 1960s. Small capacity pumps of all types were produced in Turkey. Modern irrigation pumps were first manufactured in 1970. As a result of climate change, energy
saving technologies have gained great importance. In
Turkey, there are a few large sized companies which
have specialized in the production of environmentallyfriendly high-capacity modern irrigation pumps. Irrigation
pumps are equipped with time, labor, water and energy
saving technologies. Compared with old, traditional
methods, irrigation with pumps does not consume large
amounts of water. Advanced production methods, such
as Computer Numerical Control (CNC) and Computer
Aided Design (CAD) are being utilized successfully in
the large sized enterprises. Production planning, quality
control and tests are realized by means of modern methods in these enterprises. In addition, research and development work also contributes to the success recorded by these companies. Despite the lack of water supplies in agricultural areas, modern irrigation and submersible pump technologies lead to a significant increase in agricultural productivity. In addition, drip irrigation and sprinkler irrigation techniques are being used
widely in Turkey. These techniques require the least possible water supply, which is the driving force for the
growth of the pumps sector.
Pumps production in Turkey is stimulated by public and
private industrial investments and the availability of agricultural subsidies. This helped both the emergence of a
strong pumps industry, and at the same time, made the
sector highly exposed to the changes in macro-economic conditions. Turkish manufacturing industry and agricultural irrigation rely mainly on locally produced pumps
and pumping equipment.
The Turkish pumps industry manufactures and exports
various kinds of pumps including: pumps fitted with a
measuring device for dispensing fuel in filling stations or
in garages; pumps for other liquids fitted with a measuring device; hand pumps; fuel, lubricating or cooling medium pumps for internal combustion piston engines; concrete pumps; reciprocating positive displacement
pumps; rotary positive displacement pumps; centrifugal
pumps and parts of pumps for liquids, etc.
Main export destinations include Germany, Italy, the
U.K, the U.S., the Netherlands, France and the Russian
Federation.
According to POMSAD data, small and medium-sized
companies dominate the Turkish pumps and compressors industry. There are approximately 135 manufacturing companies in the pumps sector. 10% of these com-

panies are big players in the competitive global environment with their own brands. They have optimum technoeconomic capacity and rational production activities. The
number of people employed in the sector is about 12
000. The manufacturing sites of the Turkish pumps and
compressors industry are mainly located in the Marmara, Central Anatolian, and Aegean regions of Turkey.
Istanbul, Konya and Izmir are the major cities in pumps,
compressors and parts production.
In the following lines we present in alphabetic order
some of the leading pumps and pumping equipment
manufacturers in Turkey.
AAB POMPA ve MAKINA SAN.TIC.
AAB POMPA ve MAKINA SAN.TIC manufacturing and
production determination is special and standard impermeability production which started in 1987 on a 100 m2
machine-shop as a Fuat SAHIN-BIROL GUR conpartnership under the title of UNIVERSAL OZEL MEKANIK
SIZDIRMAZLIK ELEMANLARI SAN. VE TIC. "Our successful production under the registered brand UNIVERSAL not only meets our customers' necessities and productions but also prepares a cleaner and healthier future
for the next generations by means of waste pruficarion,

operations for saving nature and environment. Design
and high quality of our products reassure us that we are
in the right path, excite and hearten us for our plans",
stated from the company. Its product portfolio includes
stainless steel chemical pumps, mechanical seals,
monomer pumps, fuel pumps, organic liquids pumps,
homogenitator, dispenser under the trade mark AAB HOMOJENIZATOR, UNISEP ENDUSTRIYEL POMPA and
UNIVERSAL MECHANICAL SEALS.
ARIAN PUMP
Arian Pump is a privately owned production, distribution, marketing, trading and service company. "Having
operated with many worldwide renowned leaders of the

pump industry, since 1986, the company has manpower
resources with a very high level of experiences in international trading and a profound technical knowledge of
the pumps and pumping systems. Since 2004, we are
actively serving our customers with our own products,
as their well trusted procurement partner, in 24 countries. One of our most important missions is to focus on
the impact of our activities on the environment. It is vitally important that our pumps demonstrate respect for the
environment, especially in terms of energy consumption
and use of materials. In harmony with this mission, we
develop, manufacture, and sell solutions that help our
customers reduce the impact of their activities on the
environment.

For Arian Pump it is a policy to aim to be a reliable longterm partner to her clients. In this respect, customer satisfaction is one of our most crucial goals. Through its well
experienced manpower resources, Arian Pump is capable of giving consultancy services to customers to ensure
that they receive the product which meets their exact
needs, along with training and sharing of information.
Furthermore, through our well established connections
and distributor and agent chains, both locally and in international markets, we are capable of providing the
most versatile and cost-effective logistic solutions", the
company said.
AST OTOMOTIV
Founded in 1990 in Izmir, AST OTOMOTIV A.S. is specialized in the production of fuel feed pumps, fuel filters,
fuel filter heads, strainers, fuel taps and repair kits for
diesel engines, agricultural tractors, trucks, light commercial vehicles, diesel marine engines and forklifts. Its
product range includes more than 300 different types of
fuel pumps applicable to many brands/models including
Massey Ferguson, CNH, Chrysler, Cummins, Perkins,
Fiat, Iveco, Same, Deutz, Leyland, Landrover, Volvo,
Ford, Bedford, Caterpillar, John Deere, Dodge, Magirus,
MAN, Valtra, MWM and many more. "Having an expert
team in production, by combining its experience with new
production technologies and advance quality control systems, AST Otomotiv has become one of the leading
brands in its sector both in Turkey and international markets with its registered brand "AST". Following the advanced technology and improvements by R&D studies
with our skilled workers at our testing and tooling labs,
we enlarge our export rate by continously adding new
clients to our customer portfolio. Our quality management system has been certifed by URS with ISO/TS
16949:2009 and ISO 9001:2008. We give priority to customer satisfaction and product quality and aim to serve
our customers with high quality at competitive prices",
stated from the company.
AST Otomotiv exports 70% of its goods directly or indirectly to many European countries such as Holland, Germany, Italy and England and different continents and
countries such as USA, Australia, South America, Middle East and North Africa.
BILGIN ENGINEERING
Bilgin Engineering business is related to industrial machinery and specifically to hydraulic pumps. It exports
spare parts and pumps to Spain, Hungary, etc. "The aim
of our company is to establish a long-lasting relationship
with customers by targeting the right material and right
place. The second goal is to move beyond the borders
of Turkey. Our first step was opening an office and a

8
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showroom at Lagos, Nigeria and we are successful for
this goal in one year. We've come a long way to company consumables, heavy construction equipment and
building materials trading up to turnkey constructions
with the same company principles. Today, we are a small
business whose turnover is exceeded 750 000 USD in
exports. We turn our faces to Europe. Our enterprises
results in this situation and our exports increasing especially in Spain. The mission of our company is to provide
the most efficient material regardless of origin to our customers and to offer the high-quality products to the
world", stated from Bilgin Engineering.

pendence of the industry. We also produce moulds for
plastic injection machines", the company said.
MAS GROUP
MAS Group has been manufacturing full range of residential and industrial pumps since 1977. "We have dedicated our activities more than a manufacturer that provides efficient use of water and energy and focusing our
efforts on searching for ways to conserve the resources
needed to sustain life. MAS Group in which 1 professor,
1 consultant, 26 engineers, 7 technicians, 142 workers
are employed have ISO 9001 quality certificate and also

DUZGUNLER PLASTIC
Duzgunler Plastic has a 30.000 m2 closed production area
(total area - 100.000m2). Being aware of the importance of
getting and applying new technologies, Duzgunler Plastic

manufacture machines itself for its production activities by
designed and projected own research and development department. Duzgunler Plastic produce high quality product
serial and order request according to international norms as
TS, EN and ISO with applying ISO 9001:2000 Qualtiy managment system. Main production activities are: PVC well
casing and Screen pipes and fittings, PVC potable pressure
water pipes and fittings, PE Infrastructure Pipes Systems,
PVC Column Pipes (submersible pumps), Irrigation pipes
(sprinkling-dripping) and fittings, Plastic processing and
complemantary machines and equipments. "Duzgunler
Plastic mission is to improve its knowledge and experience
for the future by preserving the good image. Duzgunler Plastic has adopted providing the best service and quality to its
customers in all of the sectors as a principle since it was first
established with its specialized, experinced and disciplined
staff", the company said.
ELMAKSAN
ELMAKSAN was established in 1957 as a workshop
for repair of broken electric motors, by electrician Mustafa Ertekin. After joining of the well educated sons of
Mr. Ertekin, company strarted to produce own submersible pumps and electrical motors which can work under
the water. The manufacturing activities created new
trademark. Elmaksan produced submersible pumps under the brand name of Elmaksan. "The location of the
factory makes it easy to sell pumps, because Sanliurfa
is the biggest pump market of the Turkey. Our pumps
fulfilled the needs of domestic farmers who are irrigating
cotton yarns. Also, well produced products reduced technological dependence of the country and prevented monopolism of the well known companies. Geographical
location helps us to export 30% of our products in Syria,
Iraq, Saudi Arabia, Africa and Turkish Republics near
Russia.
Elmaksan has 23000 m2 open field and manufacturing building on 4600 m2 covered area. In that building
we produce pumps by the corporation of 70 people containing engineers, technicians, workers and experienced
apprentices. We give great importance on continuous
educating of the stuff. Also we have TSE (Turkish Standard Institute) and ISO 9001 quality certificates. Our ISO
9001 certificate is validated by RWTUV System GmbH.
Additionally we produce pumps according to CE concepts.
In 2004 we used governmental aids and appreciated to
employ qualified technical stuff. Then we started to use
CAD-CAM technologies in production line and increased
the quality level of our products. Innovative philosophy and
well educated stuff created successful models and developed the product range of the company. We claim that we
are defining the standards of the pump industry in Turkey.
Elmaksan has automation system for production, CNC
lathes, CNC milling machines, etc. We also help manufacturers for their metal works. Our experienced operation
team manufacture our customers metal works rapidly,
economically and cheaply for reducing technological de-

have UL, FM, NFPA 20, TSE, CE, GOST, UKR Sepro
certificates. MAS Group having more than 100 dealers
all around Turkey and exporting its products to more than
50 countries always aims to give best service and also
finding reliable and fast solutions to the customers.
MAS Group is one of the leader companies in pump
manufacturing industry having its R&D department which
includes 16 technical experts having 3 CNC data processing machines just assigned to these experts as well
as testing stations equipped with latest computerized
technologies to carry out the process starting from de-

sign to production. MAS Group has continued its self
development activities by building its new factory in 2006
which has 40.000 square meters of land with a covered
area of 20.000 square meters. The production process
is always controlled strictly starting from raw material
supply up to final quality control. Our aim as mas group
is to be a leader in domestic market and to be competitive with the leader pump manufacturers worldwide with
our tehnological products and good service quality", stated from the company.
NORM POMPA
3S Pump and Booster manufactures pump and booster systems widely used for supplying water in areas such
as irrigation, sprinks, water supply, water treatment, industrial processes, ship industry, intelligent building systems, heating - cooling plants, fire fighting plants, booster systems, circulation, high pressure water supply and
public buildings.
3S Pump is a brand
name being demanded by customers with
its high quality and
wide choice of products. The product
groups include single
stage volute casing
centrifugal pumps,
single stage monoblock
centrifugal
pumps, double (split case) pumps, thermal - oil pumps
with air cooled, horizontal multi stage centrifugal pumps,
vertical multi stage centrifugal pumps, fire extinguishing
pumps. 3S Pump exports its products to Far Eastern
countries and Turkish Republics in Asia.
"3S Pump keeps moving the water by the New Generation Package Boosters and Frequency controlled
Boosters which work silently, highly efficient, maximum
energy saving, highly protective, long lasting and minimum operating costs. The company provides exact solutions in fire fighting by system - based - delivery of
hydrant, fire cabinet and sprinks which comply NFPA 20
Fire Boosters Systems having suitable jockey pump integration, automatic testing, sound - light alarming, comsouth-east european
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SEE NEWS
CEE Automotive Forum 2014
The Central & Eastern European Automotive
Forum aims to provide a strategic, high-level b2b
meeting place for industry OEMs and Tier1 & 2
suppliers from all CEE countries. It offers global
reach, regional expertise and a high-level platform for networking and knowledge exchange.
Тhe international conference for the the automotive sector in Central and Eastern European organised by Adam Smith Conferences will introduce the latest technologies in the automotive
industry, and will provide a platform for active
exchange of ideas among designers, manufacturers, original equipment suppliers, and other
stakeholders in the automobile sector.

Among the speakers will be representatives
of some of the largest European and international automobile companies like Toyota, Peugeot,
Citroen, VW, Ford, Porsche, Great Wall Motors
Bulgaria, etc. New confirmed speakers are
Joachim Koschnicke, Vice President, Government Relations, Adam Opel; Pawel Widel, Governmental Relations Director, General Motors
Poland; Martin Jahn,President, AIA Czech Automotive Industry Association; Karolina Topolova,
CEO, AAA Auto; Robert Snijder, Group Sourcing
Director, Member of Extended Board, Bosal
Group; Milos Polasek, General Director, Porsche
Engineering Czech Republic.
CEE Automotive Forum 2014 (21-22 October in Prague) is organised by Adam Smith
Conferences.

Schneider Electric acquires
Gunsan Elektrik
Schneider Electric SE announced that it has
signed an agreement to acquire Gunsan Elektrik, the second largest player in wiring device
accessories serving residential and commercial
buildings markets in Turkey. Based in Istanbul
and employing over 300 employees, Gunsan Elektrik specializes in wiring device accessories. It
has a wide offering including switches & sockets, miniature circuit breakers and fuse boxes.
The company generated revenues of about TRY
100 million (EURO 35 million) in 2013, with an
EBITA margin slightly above the Group's Buildings & Partner business.
Gunsan Elektrik will bring to Schneider Electric a well recognized brand, a diffused local distributor network and a competitive manufacturing base in Turkey. It will complement Schneider
Electric's premium offerings with a strong midmarket product range.
This transaction is in line with Schneider Electric's strategy to focus on bolt-on acquisitions and
further develop its presence in new economies
through offers adapted to local markets. This acquisition is expected to be accretive on earnings
per share from year one and to meet Schneider
Electric's Return on Capital Employed criteria by
the end of the third year. The transaction is subject to regulatory approvals.
10
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munication with automation center, control panel and armature fittings. 3S Pump targets growth by never giving
up the principles of quality and reliability. 3S Pump will
continue exist in the sector as an alternative institution
by providing its clients with the required quality and service and the pricing advantage", the company said.
PETROLAND
Petroland designs and manufactures high quality gear
pumps with experience from industrial fluid handling and
pump manufacture for 20 years. "As a leading company
in domestic market, we manufacture pumps in Turkey
and export to 4 continents. Our company is distributor of

Leroy Somer ex-proof motors. Production program includes: positive displacement PD pumps, LGP transfer
pumps, lobe pumps, internal and external gear transfer
pumps, fuel pumps, viscous liquid transfer pumps, exploration proof motors, ex proof couplings. Petroland operates on a wide scale, serving customers worldwide and
providing its products to a large variety of industrial sectors", the company said.
SEP PUMP SYSTEMS
Sep Pump Systems was established in 1981 and is
operating in Izmir Ataturk Industrial Zone with a closed
production area of 5000 sq.m. "Being an expert of deep
well pumps, our production relies on submersible pumps,

submersible pump motors; vertical lineshaft deep well
pumps, booster sets, centrifugal pumps and drainage
pumps with the widened product range. We are producing pumps with the world's quality understanding, in our
modern facilities and machine tools, testing and research
laboratories, with managerial and technical staff experienced for years about their subjects and we are presenting our production to the world market with a contemporary understanding of service. Purposing continuity about
quality, we had received ISO 14001 Environment Management System, ISO 18001 Work Health and Safety
Management System certificates as an indication of our
social responsibility during 2006 year, in addition to our
certificates TSE, TSEK, CE and ISO 9001-2000 quality
management system certificates which we already have.
Our target is to develope our market share by products
at world standards. Sep Pump is the official brand name
of the manufacturer Goksan Pompa", stated from the
company.
SUMAK PUMP
Sumak Pump, founded in 1992 for manufacturing
water pumps, now additionally manufactures electrical motors and electrical boards coupled to water
pumps and continues its facilities of R&D, design,
production, marketing, sales, after sales service in
6000 m 2 plant. Sumak Pump manufactures all its
product range originally in its plant within 115 employes of engineers, technicians, sales and management staff. Sumak Pump, which takes place in all
stages of development in water pump industry in
Turkey, by following and implementing the techno-

logical improvements around the world, enhanced
its product variety to 680, annual sales quantity to
80.000 pieces and exporting to 34 countries. Within
the consciousness of difficulty and sensitivity of
working with opposite water and electric, all products are manufactured appropriate to international
regulations and standards and certified with TSETSEK-CE certificates. All product groups, which are
under the guarantee of Sumak Pump, submitted to
customers over 810 sales points and 175 authorized
service network in the local market. Sumak Pump,
who has the quality management system certificate
of TSE-ISO-EN 9008, continues its facilities with the

vision of taking place between first three companies
in the local market and most exporting first five companies by carrying company mission to upper levels
within the substructure and R&D performance, aims
to provide continual customer satisfaction with environmentally-conscious products and high quality,
honest, respectful service policy.
YILDIZ POMPA
Yildiz Pompa is a gear pump manufacturing company based in Turkey, producing jacketed and unjacketed internal eccentric geared pumps and lobe
pumps, as well as modular and helical geared pumps.
Its production is intended for various industries such
as detergent sector, food processing, paint manufacturing, chocolate production and in transfer of petroleum products, to count a few.
Yildiz Pompa maintains a work force made of several

certified engineers and over twentyfive well trained machine operators and field technicians. Its facilities are
over 1200 m2 in size, equipped with latest CNC frames,
Horizontal Processing Centers and CAM programs in aid
of production. The company has a production capacity
of over 2,000 pumps per year.
Yildiz Pompa is holding CE, Europump and TUV
ISO 9001:2000 Certificates. In addition, it has the
opportunity of making business with several international companies such as ULKER, Nestle, P&G,
EVYAP, Unilever, HAYAT Kimya, Shell and Mobil
for their local and international factories and facilities. Its exporting has covered several areas in Europe such as Germany, Holland and Czech Republic, as well as in Middle East, Middle Asia, and Africa. Also in the main time, the company is having
serious negotiations with several companies in the
United States of America regarding commercial
agency maters.
Source: Ministry of Economy - Republic of Turkey;
www.pump-manufacturers.com; listed companies web sites.

The professionals from this sector may already plan their next participation in
MachTech & InnoTech Expo - the specialized forum for industrial equipment,
machinery and automation.
It will be held from 11 to 13 March 2015 at Inter Expo Center - Sofia, alongside
with another four B2B technical exhibitions. Their parallel holding allows participants and visitors to take as much as possible from the synergy effect coming
from the complementarity of thematics.
During 2015, MachTechExpo will expand and develop their potential highlighting a new event- InnoTechExpo, keeping in line with the trends in the development of industrial automation and drive technology, industrial networks and software, measurement and control, robotics and mechatronics.
The organizers will provide a discount for early-bird registrations of companies
until the end of November, in the amount of 20% of the rental price for empty
exhibition space.
For the third consecutive year the business program will include B2B Match
Making - bilateral business meetings for trade cooperation and technology transfers between Bulgarian and foreign companies, organized in cooperation with
the Enterprise Europe Network. Within just one day of the event held in 2014,
there were held over 100 meetings between companies from the sector.
On March 11, the youth forum "I, Engineer" will again bring together students and
pupils from engineering schools in the country with representatives of leading technology companies and young inventors. In 2014, within just one day, it was visited by
more than 700 visitors and supported by 30 companies, students associations and
NGOs. Inspired by the huge interest in the event, the organizers are already actively
working on "I, Engineer, 2015" and plan to have even more participants, innovative
projects and businesses supporting the cause. They will provoke and prove that

"Engineer" stands not only for profession, but for vocation as well, and will demonstrate that the demanding and active young people can enjoy plenty of opportunities
and prospects, while the businesses will always be in a need of them.
More information can be found at www.machtech.bg and www.iengineer.bg
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Rubber and plastics industry in Greece,
Croatia and Romania - part I
GREECE

Greece is among Europe's most promising emerging
market for plastics, with an estimated market volume of $9
billion by 2015. The plastics market in Greece, expected
to increase in the next three-five years, is a dynamic sector of the Greek economy as it serves most industries, and
has experienced unprecedented growth in recent years
due to the massive investments. Plastics in Greece appear in many sectors such as construction, energy, health
care, medicine, electronics, engineering, commercial sectors, in everyday life. The demand for plastic products in
Greece increases by six percent annually according to the
data of the Association of Hellenic Plastics (AHP). For the
last decade the consumption of plastic products into the
Greek market is consistently above the average of the
processing industry worldwide. Total exports were $1.5
billion for 2007. Producers of plastics raw materials as
well as manufacturers of production equipment, have major opportunities in the Greek market. The plastics sector
is one of the fast growing sectors in Greece. New orders
in that sector have increased by 11.4 percent during the
January-July 2008 period. More than 60,000 tons of plastic bags are consumed each year in Greece. There are
also very good sales prospects for PVC products. In the
following lines we present profiles of some of the companies in the sector.

ACHAIKA PLASTICS

Achaika Plastics is the leading independent polythene
film producer in Greece. The company was established
in 1984 after the merger of the following companies: Thanassoulias Bros founded in 1960, Thanassoulias and
Sons founded in 1956 and Thanassoulias founded in
1965. Nowadays the company has 3 production factories. The first one (and the central office) is located at
South-West Greece, in the town of Egion and the other
two factories - at North-East Greece, in Komotini town.
The total area of the company (with offices and warehouses in the capital of Greece - Athens) is 65,500
square meters.
Achaika Plastics pays great attention to environment
protection. The raw material polyethylene is made up of
carbon and hydrogen, which is chemically neutral and
doesn't release any noxious substances into the environment. Also, the company recycles all of its production
waste. In September 1999 Achaika Plastics was the first
plastic company in Greece to obtain the environmental
ISO 14001 certificate. The company also has ISO
9001:2008 (Cert. No 2973/13).
The whole procedure of production is done with the
latest equipment in control and technology. In Achaika
Plastics are occupied about 110 permanent workers in
various segments of the factory and there is the intention to absorb as many people as possible in future.

A. HATZOPOULOS

A.Hatzopoulos S.A. is located in Thessaloniki, Greece.
It offers a range of packaging solutions for dressed products. The company employs 256 people and operates
on a paneuropean level in over 25 countries through a
well-organized network, offering unparalleled customer
support. Exports account for 65% of total sales. In 2013
A.Hatzopoulos S.A. accomplished a turnover over
EURO 53 million.
A.Hatzopoulos S.A. conforms to the requirements of
ISO 9001:2008, which recognizes that the policies, practices and procedures of the organization ensure consistent quality on all operational levels: planning and development, production and quality control, and (after) sales.
Additionally, A.Hatzopoulos S.A. strictly complies with
HAACP, ISO 22000:2005 and BRC/IoP standards. Respect for the environment is so deeply ingrained in its
corporate culture that the A.Hatzopoulos S.A. brand has
become synonymous with ecological conscience. In con-
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junction with the implementation of concrete eco-policies according to ISO 14001:2004, major investments in
solvent recovery/abatement systems have been under-

manufacturers, offering a great variety of products, with
special emphasis in co-extrusion of barrier and non-barrier films. The company has a strong technical base in
extrusion, bag-making, and printing. Its primary market
is the food industry, with emphasis in meat, cheese and
fish industries. Other markets include the printing/conversion industry and personal care packaging. Production and conversion, warehouses, R & D center, logistics
and administration are housed in two neighboring facilities of 15.000 m2.
Flexopack has been operating under an ISO 9001
Quality Management System since 1995. In May 2003 it

taken with the specific aim of reducing the company's
carbon footprint and overall environmental impact.

DAIOS PLASTICS

Daios Plastics S.A was founded in 1974 as an ordinary partnership company mainly producing shopping
bags. Within a short period of time the company focused
exclusively in the production of specialized films for agricultural applications. According to the company's philosophy of growth and innovation, it has launched several
products in the market which offer solutions to the problems that the farmers face. In 1977 the company installed
a blown film line, producing film with a variable thickness
profile. It started producing innovative patented films for
drying tobacco leaves and raisins. In 1980 the company
launched a new product targeting the cultivation of seedless grapes. In the mid 1980s the Daios Plastics was
producing specialized high pressure irrigation pipes and
flat soft PVC tubes.
Looking for close and creative cooperation with similar
companies, it came in contact with the Israeli company
Plastro Gvat and in 1988 it started producing a type of
specialized, self-adjusting drip irrigation pipe. By the end
of 1980s the company, in a partnership with the well
known Dow Chemicals, came into an agreement for the
use of a special type of raw material. In parallel it
launched a new series of products with the trade name
Dalin. The first product of this series was aimed at the
specific needs of cotton cultivation. Hence it changed
dramatically the existing cultivation methods, providing
the cotton growers with a powerful tool to confront the
problems that the cotton cultivation had. Offering solutions for the dynamic and lucrative cultivations, the company came forward with several products for the cultivation of asparagus. Making use of the technology and the
know-how that the company had acquired, it launched
new products like Dalin Black, inaugurating a new innovative product series.
Today Daios Plastics' products are widely accepted by
the customers and their popularity is mirrored by the considerable improvement of the financial indices of the
company. The Dalin pocket series expands with new
products that are not just improvements of the old products but they are the evolution of the cultivation itself. A
string of patents stems from the Research & Development team boosting the total number of patents to 16.
The quality and innovative character of the products is
acknowledged by the demanding European markets and
the company exports its products to several of the West
and Central European countries. The competitive advantages that the company has (among which the continuous research and development is crucial) have made it
a protagonist and a leader on the European markets.

FLEXOPACK

Flexopack S.A. was founded in 1979 in Koropi,
Greece. Initially a family-interest company, it became
public in the Athens Stock Exchange in 1996. FLEXOPACK is one of the major European flexible packaging

was accredited with the British Retailer Consortium
(BRC/IOP) Standard, which introduces higher hygiene,
product safety and quality standards for producers of
food packaging. The company has experienced a significant sales growth over the last five years. Dynamically
addressing the future, Flexopack is constantly investing
to remain at the cutting edge of the flexible packaging.

G. XANTHOPOULOS

G. Xanthopoulos is specialized in the trade of food
packaging material and food packaging products. It was
established in 1954 by Anastasios Xanthopoulos. The
company is based in Thessaloniki, Greece. It is an agent
for the A.P.Co. (American Plastic Corporation) in Northern Greece. It is involved in both the wholesale and retail sale of products and co-operates with over 50 suppliers who cover all categories of materials (paper, plastic,
Styrofoam, aluminum, etc.).The company undertakes to
deliver its products on the same day of the order within
the Thessaloniki area, free of charge, and also undertakes deliveries throughout Greece.

INTERPLAST

Interplast manufactures plastic pipes and fittings to the
very highest specifications, applicable in water supply,
heating and sewerage systems and covering a broad
range of applications in the areas of house construction,
technical projects and industrial facilities. The company
aims to design, develop and market products and integrated solutions that cover the needs of modern construction and improve quality of life, by building a relationship of trust between the technical world and the consumer public.
The Group's central offices are located in Thessaloniki, coordinating the day-to-day manufacturing activity of

the industrial units. Plastic pipes and fittings are manufactured at facilities covering 40,000 sq. m., located in
the industrial area of Komotini. Interplast's Customer
Services for South Greece are located in an area of
6,000 sq. m. in Menidi, Attica, together with the brass

KOULOUSSIOS BROS

Kouloussios Bros S.A is a supplier of rubber compound, water stop bridge pads and gaskets. Its head
office is located in the Industrial Park of Oreokastro in
Thessaloniki, Greece. The production area of Kouloussios Bros occupies 3 000 m2 on total area of 11.500 m2.
Its technical equipment consist of 3 internal mixers, 6
open mills, 3 calanders, 7 injection presses, 33 compression presses, 3 extruders, 3 autoclaves, 1 refiner.
There is also one fully equipped engineering section for
the maintenance of the machines and for mould making;
one fully equipped Quality Control and Testing Laboratory. The minimum production capacity is 30.000 kg of
rubber compound per day.

Greek market in the field of plastic household products.
Its high production capacity, long-term commercial experience as well as its know-how in the production of
injection moulds, have led the company through a successful course to a continuously increasing market
share. The sales network of the company is expanding
all over Greece, including big chains of super markets,
wholesalers, as well as representatives in all the big cities. Exports are realized either directly or through multinational clients and finally, an important part of company's sales is addressed to the Marketing-Promotion field,
as VIOMES S.A. is capable of producing plastic injection products for advertising purposes.
The central offices and the industrial installations are
located in a plot of 16.000 m2 at the industrial zone in

AD PLASTIK

THRACE PLASTICS

Thrace Plastics Co S.A. was founded in 1977 in
Xanthi, Greece by Stavros Halioris. Following a successful course of strategic development and expansion through acquisitions both in Greece and abroad,
the company today owns and manages the companies of Thrace Group in their entirety. Apart from its
managerial role, Thrace Plastics Co S.A. also engages in the production and trading of PE/PP packaging
solutions, possessing this way a powerful position in
the Greek market while constantly developing a solid
sales network abroad.
From 1996 onwards, Thrace Plastics Co S.A. has specialized in PE/PP converting through extrusion, printing

and sealing in the sectors of industrial packaging, constructions and consumer packaging. Its facilities include
blown film production lines of single-layer and multi-layer film as well as flexi labeling machinery.
The company is active mainly in Greece, providing for
the largest part of the demand for FFS film and pallet
cover film for industrial products. Through its close collaboration with its subsidiaries, Thrace Plastics Co S.A.
has created a solid sales network in Great Britain, while
targeting the markets in the rest of Europe.

VIOMES

VIOMES S.A., founded in 1982, is a leader in the

of chemicals and chemical products is one of the main
export-oriented industrial sectors. The plastic and rubber
industry accounted for 1.2% (539 million Euro) of the GDP
of Croatia in 2012, with 628 active companies employing
7 119 people in 2012 - 3.1% of employees in the manufacturing industry. Companies are concentrated around
larger towns - mostly in the Zagreb area. A majority of
companies, especially small- and medium-sized enterprises, are focusing on the internal economy and organizational and marketing restructuring of production processes in line with European standards. Manufacturing processes are being modernized and operating costs reduced, while introducing international quality certification,
as many of the companies, especially the larger ones, are
export-oriented. In the following lines we present profiles
of some of the companies in the sector.
AD Plastik is one of the largest Croatian manufacturers of plastic components for the automotive industry.
The company was established in 1992 by separating
from the former Jugoplastika, and in 1996 it became a
joint stock company under its current name. The company was privatized in 2001 based on the so-called 'pro-

Mesogia, Attica. In the 8.000 m2 buildings of the company a great number of injection machines of German origin are installed, with high technology and production
capacity of a few grams up to 7.500 gr (PS). Moreover,
the company owns a fully equipped mould-manufacturing unit, where the moulds for the production of its items
are made. The unit is equipped with CNC milling machines, a CNC lathe and various compatible machines,
as well as a CAD/CAM program, all of them making it
one of the most efficient and modern in Greece.
With the above-mentioned equipment and the knowhow acquired through the years, the company is capable of offering high quality service, not only in the field of
the moulds construction and the processing of metals achieving high accuracy, and having at the same time
the necessary flexibility - but also in the production of
any injected product with plastic raw material, based on
its high experience in this field of application.

gram of employee stock ownership' which was realized
successfully. Therefore, the employees of AD Plastik today are the owners of nearly one-fifth of the stocks of
their company.
"Our vision is to be a market leader in the development and manufacture of plastic products in Eastern
Europe, thereby achieving a distinctive role in the glo-

CROATIA

In Croatia the chemical and pharmaceutical industry and
plastics and rubber processing represent infrastructural
branches of the economy. In the country there is a long
tradition and existence of an experienced and well-educated work force, which is the main comparative advantage of the Croatian chemical industry. The manufacture

bal development industry and manufacture of plastic
components for cars.
With continuous improvement in the field of research
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fittings plant of its subsidiary company, Elviom.

SEE INDUSTRY

and development of our production processes with innovative conceptual designs, we want to provide such a

service to the customer that will contribute to the quality
of his final product", the company said.

ALPRO-ATT

ALPRO-ATT Ltd. is a private company established in
1992. The company headquarters are in Trogir consisting
of the management headquarters, the production plant
and the main warehouse. Except for the Trogir headquarters, the company has its business units in Zagreb, Rijeka
and Osijek. Warehouses are situated in Zagreb, Rijeka
and Vukovar. ALPRO-ATT is one of the leading producers of a variety of plastic pipes and tubes in the Republic
of Croatia. The current mounted capacity is 18.860 tons.
This production capacity may be achieved in a completely
automated production process, starting with warehousing
and raw material preparation, through production to final
product storage. Besides PVC, new thermoplastic materials have been included in production (PE and PP), keeping up-to-date with the latest technological achievements
in pipe and connection production. Because of rapid development and increase in production, ALPRO-ATT has
built a new 11.000 m2 production plant in Zapresic that
started operation in 2009. Permanent increase of market
share has caused penetration of ALPRO-ATT products to
a whole range of European countries besides Croatia, thus
confirming its reputation as a partner of quality and reliability.

BRTVILA BREZIC

Brtvila Brezic is founded in 1983 as a craftsman work
for the production of rubber seals for the food industry
(beverage filling companies, alcoholic filling companies,
dairies, oil filling companies and others). Since January
1998 it has been working as a private firm with a 100%
ownership.
Its production program is specialized exclusively for the
production of rubber seals. Production includes fabrication
of rubber seals for all brands and types of filling lines such
as Krones, Simonazzi,
Noli, Bortolin, Kettner,
Winteverb,
Sietz,
Ortmann&herbst, etc.
The company produces and sells rubber gaskets for labelers, unpackers, bottle washers, bottle fillers, capping machines, bottle
blowers, DN seals, containers, reservoirs, tank
trucks, etc.

DIOKI

DIOKI d.d. was founded in 1995 as a merger of INAOKI d.d. of Zagreb, DINA d.d. of Omisalj and INA-Naftaplin's Ethylene Production Unit of Zagreb. OKI - Organic
Petrochemical Company was founded in 1959, and it
was the first producer of petrochemicals and plastics in
the country. DINA was established as a joint-venture of
INA and the Dow Chemical Company to be acquired by
INA in the 1980s. INA-Naftaplin's Ethylene Production
Unit was founded in 1982. Until the end of 1996 the Company had been a member of the INA-Group, then INA
transferred it to the State Agency for Deposit Insurance
and Bank Rehabilitation (DAB). In the process of voucher privatization in 1998, a 51% stake in the company
was transferred to privatization and investment funds
(PIFs). Since 29 November 1999, the company has been
operating under the name DIOKI d.d.
On 1 February 2003 the company separated its opera-
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tions on Krk Island to establish two companies, i.e. Adria
procesna industrija dionicko drustvo (API) and Kijac
nekretnine d.d. (Kijac). In October 2004 the company
was fully privatized, and DIOKI Holding AG, headquartered in Switzerland, became the majority owner. In the
privatization process DIOKI acquired Kemikalije d.o.o.
and thus the Zagreb site was fully integrated - from tank
farm areas to final products. In March 2005 API d.d. took
the old name DINA d.d. In May 2008, DIOKI d.d. acquired Rijecki list d.o.o, a majority owner of a publishing
company Novi List d.d., Rijeka. In 2009, DIOKI d.d.
founded Dioplin d.d., Zagreb. The basic activities of the
company involve gas trade; gas supply to favoured customers; agency in the gas market; representation in the
gas market; gas procurement, storage and distribution;
and gas supply.
DIOKI d.d. is one of the biggest exporters in Croatia.
At present the company exports 80% of its production
volume. A long export tradition and the fact that DIOKI's
products are readily marketable on the European markets prove their quality and competitiveness.

DMT PLASTICOLOR

DMT PLASTICOLOR is located in Velika Gorica,
Croatia. The company began operations in 2000 and in
2002 a business relationship was established with one
of the leading worldwide and European manufacturers
of high quality masterbatch and additives A. SCHULMAN. DMT PLASTICOLOR became the exclusive agent
for A. SCHULMAN in Croatia. Since then, the company
has grown to become one of the leading suppliers of
masterbatch and additives for the plastics industry in
Croatia.

we can better meet the needs of our clients as they grow
and expand."
The new DS Smith Plastics Division manufacturing facility is conveniently located at Vojnic -30 km from the
city of Karlovac in central Croatia, 80 km from the Croatian capital Zagreb, and has easy access to main Croatian highways and sea ports. The operation plays a significant role as one of the main job providers in the municipality of Vojnic, an under developed area bordering
Bosnia and Herzegovina.

LIKTIN

LIKTIN was found in 1986. At that time it had one employee and its first products were intended for TAM, FAP
and Zastava trucks. New people were employed in parallel with the widening of the production program. Since
1995 there have been five workers in the company. During the first few years of its operation, the production
program was based on spare parts for trucks and vans.
LIKTIN makes spare parts for the following types of
trucks: Mercedes, TAM, Iveco, MAN, Volvo, Scania,
FAP, Zastava and buses Neoplan, Mercedes and TAM.
Later it has expanded the program on spare parts for
agricultural machines. Further development led them to
the production of the ship fitting elements, i.e. elastic
props and holders and rubber shock absorbers.

DRNISPLAST

DRNISPLAST has been producing polyethylene pipes
since 1970 and is a pioneer in this production in this part
of Europe. At the very beginning DRNISPLAST produced PE-LD pipes, and then in 1973 it started with the
production of PE-HD pipes. After the war, the equipment
was reconstructed and the company restarted manufacturing PE 80 and PE 100 (the 2nd and 3nd generation)
with a capacity of 6000 tons. In the end of 1999 DRNISPLAST became a member of the German gas and water
pipes producers association DVGW, and obtained the
DVGW certificate for quality of gas and water pipes. A
contribution to high market rating is undoubtedly made
by DRNISPLAST Quality and Environmental management system based on international standards ISO
9001:2008 and ISO 14001:2004.

Kaplast - DS Smith Plastics

Croatian injection moulding company Kaplast d.d was
acquired by DS Smith Plastics Division in September
2014. Kaplast is a manufacturer of plastic products specializing in added value returnable beverage and food
packaging. "The integration of Kaplast to DS Smith Plastics Division provides additional value to customers with
increased manufacturing capabilities, service offerings
and combined experience in innovative injection moulded transit packaging for a variety of industries", the company stated. Kaplast will be integrated into the DS Smith
Plastics Division's Rigid Packaging Group leading manufacturers and suppliers of corrugated plastics and injection moulded transit packaging solutions in Europe.
Hans Van Der Looij, Managing Director of DS SmithPlastics Rigid and Flexible Packaging European group
said: "The acquisition of Kaplast builds on our market leading position in Europe and will allow us to grow our injection moulded product offer in the region where we already
have injection moulded and extruded plastic operations".
"We are excited to combine the strengths of these two
dynamic organizations," said Ivan Feitl, General Manager
of Kaplast, and now of DS Smith Plastics' Croatian operation. "Both DS Smith and Kaplast, are known for the value
and quality we bring to clients. Together, we can bring a
new energy and heightened strategic approach to those
we serve by capitalizing on synergies and our expertise in
injection moulding plastics packaging."
"Our shared niche markets will allow us to leverage
our service offerings, combined experience, and industry knowledge," said Paul Baeyens, Managing Director
of DS Smith Plastics, Injection Moulded Products. "In
addition, by combining the resources of both companies,

Its products are mostly based on the combination metal - rubber. The company has turning-lathes, CNClathes, ex-centre presses, hydraulic presses for drawing, hydraulic presses for rubber coating, drills, milling
machines, etc.

PLASTIKA MOCAN

Plastika Mocan is a small family business, registered
for production and wholesale trade. The main production program is disposable laboratory plastics. Since
its foundation, the company has been focusing on the
introduction and perfection of products designed for
laboratory exams. "Longtime experience and skilled
and trained personnel have enabled us to maintain and
improve the quality of our products. For that reason, all
our products are made of the finest and purest raw ma-

terials, in compliance with domestic and international
quality standards. For the purpose of ensuring the constant quality of our products, in 2000 we decided to
implement a quality management system based on the
ISO 9001:2000 standard. We in Plastika Mocan are
aware of the fact that only confident and continued
quality of our products assures the survival and success on more and more demanding markets. The fulfillment of our customers' requirements has always
been the main driving force for all our efforts to produce and deliver to the customer the product which will
be both of supreme quality and at the same time having the most favorable price and terms of delivery", the
company said.
The article continues in the next issue
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40th International Fair of Metallurgy, Electronics,
Energy, Non-Metals and Construction
Tehnoma will take place from 14 to 18 October 2014 in Skopje, Macedonia
Many years Tehnoma is the richest fair that unites
representatives of the biggest local and foreign manufacturers from the fields of metallurgy, electrical engineering, energy, non-metals and from the building industry. Additional attraction and enrichment of this fair
and the exhibitions that regularly take place in the same
range are the Fair for Handcrafts and Small-Scale Industry and the Exhibition of Inventions - Makinova.
Along with Tehnoma it will be held the Fair of Protection and Security.

 Agents and equipment for civil engineering;
 Technical and technologic innovations;
 Equipment and technology for exploiting solar and
other sources of energy;
 Systems for fire alarm;
 Tools and equipment for hygiene and technical protection.

Accompanying events

 Energy Forum
 Business days of the non-metal and construction
industry
 Consultations, conferences and lectures
 Promotion of new products
 Demonstration of machines and other equipment
exhibited at the Fair

15th International fair of handicrafts and
small-scale industry

Еxhibition program







Ferrous and non-ferrous metallurgy;
Metal processing industry;
Electrical and electronic industry;
Energy
Non-metals, chemical and petrochemical industry;
Building and isolation materials;

The objective to organizing the fair of handicrafts
and small-scale industry as a special event of international character is to provide extensive promotion
of the potential of the Republic of Macedonia regarding production and service activities of handicrafts
and small-scale industry. Hoping that this fair will be
a link between the small and large-scale industry
where collaboration will be developed to result in opportunity for our craftsmen and businessmen to find
their position outside the Republic of Macedonia as
well, we are convinced that this fair will in future grow
up into a special fair.

MAKINOVA 2014

34th Exhibition of Inventions, Technical Achievements, New Products and Creativity of the Young
People - over 3,000 inventions, new technical and
technologic solutions, improvements and other inventions are the impressve balance of this fair that
has been being held for 33 years. Over 2,500 authors presented their ideas and inventions from all
fields of technique, technology and science getting
excited the visitors and the specialists who visited
this exposition.
The Tehnoma will take place on 5 days from Tuesday, 14. October to Saturday, 18. October 2014 in
Skopje.

10th International Energy Fair
and 11th EcoFair 2014
13 - 16.10.2014 - Belgrade Fair Grounds, Serbia
The Fair exhibitions dedicated to energy and ecology have been held simultaneously for a number of
years, attracting great interest among participants and
the visitors alike. Energy 2014 and EcoFair 2014 are
held this autumn, from 13th to 16th October.
The 10th Energy Fair is organized under the auspices of the Ministry of Mining and Energy, while the Ministry of Agriculture and Environmental Protection is the
sponsor of 11th EcoFair.
Belgrade Fair partner in organizing these two events
is the Serbian Chamber of Commerce, i.e. Board for
the Protection of Human Environment and SCC Sustainable Development, as well as Energy Association
of the Serbian Chamber.
Economical situation in the country and elsewhere
were not the obstacle for numerous exhibitors to be
presented at the forthcoming fairs. A month before the
beginning of the events, businessmen and representatives of organizations and associations from the
Czech Republic, Russia, Germany, Romania, Bulgaria, Croatia, Slovenia, Austria, Slovakia, Poland and
Norway have announced their participation. The
Czech firms will be presented as an organized display
with 25 exhibitors at both events.
The Fairs are traditionally gathering NIS - Gazprom
Neft, EPS with its public enterprises, various business
associations in the fields of energy and environment
protection - "Elektromasinogradnja" with its founder
members, "Hrabri cistac", etc. Visitors will have an op16
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portunity to see what Croatian electrical industry is offering through the appearance of the company "Koncar", as well as Elektrovat, Montavar, ABB, ATB Sever, Migros, CAM-TOP, Schmidt Communale, Woith
Turbo, Engineering Dobersek, Apex, Sempertrans,
SME WIND, Elektroservice, Planet-solar, Elnos BL,
Mikro Kontrol, Dal, the Town of Vranje, Kart Eco, Eko
Metal and many others.
The 10th International Energy Fair 2014 is dedicated to coal, electric power industry, renewable energy
sources, gas and oil and energy efficiency. It presents
products and services in categories such as:
Coal -geological prospecting, excavation and loading technologies, transportation, refinement and processing, production process and quality management
and homogenizing
Electric power - cogeneration, hydroelectric and
thermoelectric power plants, construction and maintenance of power facilities, design, electric power system management, transmission and distribution network
Gas pipeline and storage construction, distribution
and trading, storing, industrial plant and household
gasification
Oil and gas - refinery and petrochemical processing,
research and production, research and production
equipment and devices, transportation, oil derivative
production, refinery and petrochemical processing
equipment and devices, storing and trading, oil and oil

derivative transportation, natural gas transportation, oil
derivative retail trade.
Energy efficiency
Renewable energy sources
biomass, small hydroelectric power plants, solar energy, geothermal energy, oil shale and wind energy.
ECOFair is an international trade fair for environmental technology and provides its visitors with the
latest innovations and techniques from this area. International exhibitors offer solutions for environmental
protection, international cooperation and environmental management products. The fair provides an ideal
information and communication platform to showcase
their products and services to present the market. The
ECOFair will take place on 4 days from Monday, 13
October to Thursday, 16 October 2014 in Belgrade.
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Energy Market South East Europe 2014
conference in Pristina
Energy Market South East Europe 2014 regional
conference was held between 18 and 19 September
in Pristina, Kosovo. The organizers of the local consulting company Evroenergie, a subsidiary of the Energieweit (Germany) provided a platform for exchange
of information and best practices aimed at decision
makers in the energy industry and politics.

potential door opener to the European Union, as the natural
resources in South East Europe offer diverse investment opportunities. In addition, by establishing the European Community the South East European states have committed
themselves to implement the EU legal acts for the energy
industry, which poses significant challenges for the market.

Issues such as security of supply, network expansion,
energy savings, investments and project development
in conventional energy generation and renewable energy as well as the implementation of liberalization commitments are just a few current problems in South East
Europe", reported the organizers of the conference.
Among the main topics were the challenges in the implementation of EU requirements, the potential of renewable energies in the Balkans and investment opportunities
respectively on implemented or planned projects. Industry
experts presented solutions for integration between conventional and renewable energy, market research and reports on projects in Southeastern Europe, the integrated
concepts of energy and environmental protection and the
credit support programs in municipalities, individual financing solutions and their importance in the implementation
of efficient technologies in energy sector, etc.
"For South East Europe the energy sector is the key to
regional economic growth, increasing prosperity as well as a

Among the speakers of the Energy Market South East
Europe 2014 conference were Fadil Ismajli, Economic Development Minister of Kosovo; Skender Xhakaliu, Ambassador of the Republic of Kosovo in Berlin; Franzjosef Schaf-

hausen, German Federal Ministry for the Environment, Nature Conservation and Nuclear Safety; Dr. Frank Umbach,
Associate Director at the European Centre for Energy and
Resource Security (EUCERS); Rainer Hinrichs-Rahlwes,
European Renewable Energies Federation (EREF)/ German Renewable Energy Federation (BEE); Jan-Peter
Olters, World Bank; Sven Nuhn, EnergieNetz Mitte GmbH;
Atanas Atanasov, SIV BG; Prof. Dr. Konstantin Dimitrov,
University professor, Expert on Energy issues, Macedonia;
Dr. Stavri Dhima, Ministry of Industry and Energy, Albania;
Marija Golubovic, Energo Group and others.
Media partners of the event were Energy review magazine
and South-East European INDUSTRIAL Market magazine.
Source: Energy Market South East Europe; Evroenergie

SIV.BG presented cloud services at the conference in Pristina
With more than 200 participants Energy Market South
East Europe 2014 was the TOP event of the South Eastern
European energy industry. Including interesting topics, with
speakers of a high profile and the potential for enlargement
of the network, the conference was a great success.
There were expert presentations from various fields such
as energy issues, politics, financial or economic development.

This forum provides for a third year in a row a platform
for information exchange on which decision-makers from
the energy industry discuss challenges, investment opportunities and future trends.As one of the leading solution providers for the utility industry, SIV.AG is the main
sponsor of this initiative every year. This year the German enterprise was represented by its Bulgarian subsidiary company SIV.BG. The conference participants were
able to visit the SIV.BG booth in the exhibition hall. Additionally, the senior software consultant Atanas Atanasov
gave a presentation about the history of the energy market, the future possibilities of its development and the
evolution of the utility software. The main focus of the
presentation was the SIV.Group vision about using the
latest software innovation in the area of cloud service in
order to bring the IT-service of an energy company in
the cloud, where a single environment can unite the us-

ers, partners, service providers and all accounting services. This way one IT service provider can take care of
multiple areas when supporting an energy company that
chooses to take advantage of the many benefits, which
this revolutionary technology offers, such as:
 Complete software integration in the cloud, patchmanagement happens online on demand, fast allocation of resources
 Minimum IT-investments and almost complete reduction of the IT-risks.
 Full back-up of all company data, rapid recovery in
disaster cases.
 Secure document archive, fast and reliable access
to the documents.
 Intelligent monitoring of all business processes in the
company, proactive error correction, overall improvement of the IT-services.

Process efficiency, data security and data protection are
top priorities of the company. The standardized service
packages, aimed at specific target groups, bring together the industry expertise of our long-established, market-leading partner companies. Under the umbrella of
the Cloud Alliance, SIV.Group has created a powerful
network of experienced partners.

Atanas Atаnasov, software consultant at SIV.BG

The SIV cloud services are setting new higher standards for the energy and water management industry.
Right across the process environment, the high-spec
business platform offers affordable, reliable and stable
cloud solutions, tailor-made to meet your requirements.

BULGARIA , 9010 VARNA
3G, Nikola Vaptsarov Str., office 12
+359 52 960 082/ www.siv.bg; www.siv.de
south-east european
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SEE EXHIBITIONS

Taiwan International Machine Tool Show 5-9 November 2014
The third edition of the major international exhibition Taiwan International Machine Tool Show (TMTS) organized by the Taiwan Machine Tool & Accessory
Builders' Association will be held from November 5th to 9th 2014 at the Greater
Taichung International Expo Center in Taichung City, Taiwan. Once again the
large-scale show dedicated to the machine tool industry will put a strong emphasis
on the most innovative technologies in this area and will bring together machine
tool builders, equipment manufacturers, component suppliers, designers, buyers
and many other stakeholders in the field. After the extremely successful second
edition of the high-tech forum which was held in 2012, the organizers this year are
anticipating more than 500 companies from over 10 countries and regions worldwide. Some of the leading machine tool manufacturing countries will be presented
through collective country pavilions. "At an exhibition space of 54,000 square
meters more than 3,600 booths will be situated, presenting many of the key companies on the Taiwan, the Asian and the global machine tool scene and their
newest and strongest offers", the organizers add.

TMTS 2014 showcases five areas to improve visitor experience
The third edition of the major trade fair will put an accent on the newest and most
high-end solutions in the following categories: Cutting Machine Tools, Forming
Machine Tools, Tube & Wire Processing Equipment, Machine Tool Components /
Attachments / Cutting Tools, Toolholding & Workholding Devices / Tools / Software, Inspecting, Measuring and Testing Equipment, Automation & Control / Hydraulic, Pneumatic, Lubrication/Industrial Robot, etc.

tive", they emphasize.

The novelties in the TMTS 2014 program
On a special pre-conference for journalists from all over the world, which was
held in August this year and was attended by a representative of the South-East
European INDUSTRIAL Market Magazine, the organizers of the international machine tool exhibition TMTS in Taiwan presented the novelties in this year's edition,
which will take place in November.
"The two main themes of TMTS 2014 will be 'Applications of 5-axis machine
tools' and 'Services in the manufacturing industry'. Many exhibitors will showcase
the cutting performance and related applications of 5-axis machine tools during
the show. Moreover, there will be series presentation to introduce how to implement manufacturing service in machine tool industry. For the convenience of the
expected more than 70,000 visitors from all over the world the exhibition area will
be divided into five main areas: Metal cutting machines; Metalworking machines;
Tools for precision machining, components, accessories and measurement instrumentation; Automation, robots, hydraulic and pneumatic components; International media and associations", representatives of the Taiwan Machine Tool &
Accessory Builders' Association announced.

"The trade fair this year will take place on a larger area than its previous edition
due to the constantly growing interest among exhibitors and visitors. The exhibition will showcase all kinds of high-precision metal cutting machinery, components, accessories, tools and equipment for automation", the organizers added.

With the professional arrangements and easy access to Greater Taichung International Expo Center, both the show organizers and the machine tool sector are
optimistic that TMTS 2014 will be the biggest show in Taiwan. Over 70,000 visitors
are expected this year compared to the record-breaking 65,227 participants in
2012.
To provide optimal service for visitors and buyers from all over the world, the
organizer will offer a series of events, such as new product release, purchasing
conference, factory visit and free city tour. With these services, foreign visitors and
buyers will be able to attend the show and experience Taiwan's industrial dynamism at the same time. Visitors will have the opportunity to visit 2 out of 18 hightech factories located in the industrial zone.

The venue
"The TMTS exhibition has a very good geographical advantage", the organizers
believe. The venue is near the Taiwan High Speed Rail, making it convenient for
both international and domestic visitors. "Since the venue is located in the main
center of Taichung metalworking supply chain cluster, the exhibition floor can be
expanded from the official 54,000 sq m to 60 sq km, which is the size of the so
called Metalworking Golden Valley. If exhibitors are willing to open their plant for
tour, visitors and buyers can reach the factories more quickly as the distance is not
far. This doubles the geographical advantage of the show, making it more attrac18
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A sneak peak of ТМТS 2014's highlights
Cast copper and stainless steel specialist Hsin Huan Lung (HHL) will present
many of its special oil groove designs to the TMTS buyers. The company offers
coppers for press machines and gear sector and reaches the greatest diameter to
2.5 m; this size is applicable to large size press sleeve tubes and the 4th axis.
"Since the company specializes in both vertical and horizontal centrifugal casting,
buyers with different requests in either length or diameter issues can find what
they need in our catalogues. We are well known for our rigid QC processing,
hence there are different instruments for the metal component inspection, for example spectrompeter, metallurgical microstructure test, tensile test machine, etc.",
the company explains.
As a machine tool manufacturer with long history in Taiwan, FEMCO focuses on
creative new series of products for TMTS 2014 such as Horizontal Boring and
Milling Machine with High Speed T type - BMC-100HT. "Due to the high demand
of the mold industry we are focusing on developing high loading and high speed
solutions similar to horizontal machining centers, that suit for high precision cutting. This model suits the requirement of large mold, highest spindle speed is
8000rpm, with diameter of 100mm, and it's different from the boring machine,
suitable for mold machining", manufacturers inform.
FastCut is a CNC lathe manufacturer that will be focusing its main products on
Center-Drive CNC lathe at the show. "Among all the Center-Drive CNC lathe
manufacturers, our solution leads the market trend with its much broader application. It is used mostly to process automotive absorber. Our CSL series can
process on steering shaft, bottom tube, piston rod and shaft in gearbox. Next to
automotive industry, our Center-Drive CNC lathe are also welcomed by suppliers of fitness equipment PRECOR as they use it to process the drive shaft of
treadmills", FastCut states.

The successful 2012 edition
The 2nd Taiwan International Machine Tool Show (TMTS), the biggest metalworking machinery exhibition in central Taiwan, was held from November 7th to
11th 2012 at Great Taichung International Exhibition Center. "Compared to the 1st
TMTS, the significant increase on display size and exhibitor number made TMTS
the most important biennial machinery exhibition in Taiwan. The exhibits of this
show included 5-axis Machining Centers, Multi Tasking Machines, Large &Heavy
Machining Machinery, and Intelligent Automation Equipment, and so on", the organizers remind.
They add: "Taichung is a unique machine tools cluster, as well as one of the
major consumption areas of global machinery. The aim of TMTS is combining
the show and the cluster together. Buyers can visit the show and the factory in
one journey. In TMTS 2012, there were 450 exhibitors who filled 2,400 booths
with over 36,000 m2. It was the largest international machine tool show in
Taiwan that year, and also an important platform to show Taiwan's capacity to
the world".
The 2012 TMTS was a five-day event that attracted more than 65,000 visitors.
The exhibition successfully attracted 1,984 buyers from 50 countries.
TMTS 2012 set high expectations
Regarding the 2012 Taiwan International Machine Tool Show the Taiwan President Ma Ying-jeou said the precision machinery industry had a critical impact on
the future development of Taiwan. He expected that the industry would generate
an overall production value of NT$1 trillion the following year, and become a new
trillion-dollar industry to help the nation steer into an economy of leading technology. He stressed that in facing future international competition, Taiwan should play
the role of "maker of key components and precision equipment" in the economic
and trade value chain. In this chain, the machine tool industry was indeed the
backbone of the economy, the President added.
Mr. Eric Y. T. Chuo, Chairman of the organizer TMBA stated that the 2012 TMTS
was held with an innovative style -"exhibition integrated with manufacturing supply
chain," which effectively stimulated foreign buyers to come to Taiwan to see the
show and to purchase products.
Unprecedented expansion for TMTS 2014
Asia's leading machine tool platform, Taiwan International Machine Tool Show
2014, is ramping up in scale and quality as this year's edition is set to be the
biggest in its history. The number of exhibitors has also risen 45% compared to
the 2012 show. "Over 1,600 upstream and downstream metalworking suppliers
from Taiwan, the third-largest machine tool exporter in the world, will be exhibiting
and forming a formidable supply chain. The majority (90%) of the companies forming this tight bond are based in Taichung, the most concentrated metalworking
center in the SE Asia. Within 60 km of the greater Taichung area, visitors can tour
facilities for molds, hand tools, bicycles, automotive parts, the metalworking supply chain, and many other industry groups. As a result, visitors to TMTS 2014 will
be able to take a closer look of those exhibitors with whom they want to do business", organizers comment.
Focus on high precision
Providing high customized capability, reliability and product quality to satisfy machining requirements for global buyers, is the sole target of Taiwan machine tool
industry, TMTS's organizers state. The main focus, they add, is on high precision.

SEE EXHIBITIONS

The innovative VERO-S quick change pallet system, introduced on the Taiwan
market by ACCUDYNA Engineering, will be one of the highlights at this year's
TMTS show. "The system is based on a method of reducing set-up time which
ensures higher machine running times and a more rational production from batch
size 1. VERO-S combines two basic functions: centering via short tapers and locking via 2 clamping slides. It represents more efficient, faster and more precise. It's
maintenance-free module, all functional components are made of hardened stainless steel", the manufacturers inform.
Another company which presentation will be among the highlights at this year's
show is Canaan Electric Corporation, which has been providing state-of-the-art,
professional, multi-dimensional automatic control components. In addition to innovative sensors, various switches and linear position sensing products, the company will also showcase high quality and high stability control components for
counter, encoder and signal tower.

In TMTS 2014, the most competitive models will be demonstrated from Taiwanese machine tool companies, and most of the equipment not shown in other international exhibitions will all be unveiled.
"The TMTS 2014 is not only the largest international machine tool exhibition in
Taiwan in 2014, but also represents an important trading platform between buyers and manufacturers. Despite the ominous signs of global recession and looming European debt crisis, we conservatively expect the order amount will still
surpass 6 billion New-Taiwan-Dollars at the exhibition in 2014 - a projection
doubled from the last TMTS", the Taiwan Machine Tool & Accessory Builders'
Association claims.

Taiwan's machine tool market
Taiwan is the major producing and consuming market for global machine tools.
There are more than 1,600 manufacturers in Taiwan machine tool supply chain,
and nearly 90 percent of these manufacturers are concentrated in the Greater
Taichung area. Taichung is not only a major base in global machine tool manufacturing but also a major consuming market in machine tools and other mechanical
equipment. "Inside this 60 kilometer radius of the Taiwan machine tool cluster, the
best engineering solutions are available for global machine users. Resources can
be found for buyers, from one single machine tool to full-scale automation equipment planning. At the same time, all other machine tool demands, such as fixtures, tools, accessories and software planning, can be fulfilled. Taichung represents a unique machine tool cluster in the world because all required precision
components can be found for producing machine tools: whether custom-made or
market available specification components, all can be supplied swiftly with attractive pricing", the Taiwan Machine Tool & Accessory Builders' Association claims.
"Taiwan ranks sixth in machine tool production in the world. In 2012, Taiwan
machine tool industry is valued at 5.43 billion US dollars, a 5.2% growth from
2011. Specifically, the export value has reached 4.23 billion US Dollars in 2012 ranks 4th in the world, behind Japan, Germany and Italy. Taiwan machine tool
products are famous for reliable quality and reasonable price, and are favored by
global users. The major regions of sales for Taiwan are: China, United States,
Thailand, Turkey, Germany, Indonesia, India, Malaysia, Netherlands, Russia, etc.",
the organizers summarize.
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